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Abstract

Recent advances in zero-shot learning have enabled the use of paired image-text 
data to replace structured labels, replacing the need for expert annotated datasets. 
Models such as CLIP-based CheXzero utilize these advancements in the domain of 
chest X-ray interpretation. We hypothesize that domain pre-trained models such as 
CXR-BERT, BlueBERT, and ClinicalBERT offer the potential to improve the 
performance of CLIP-like models with specific domain knowledge by replacing 
BERT weights at the cost of breaking the original model's alignment. We evaluate 
the performance of zero-shot classification models with domain-specific pre-training 
for detecting low-prevalence pathologies. Even though replacing the weights of the 
original CLIP-BERT degrades model performance on commonly found pathologies, 
we show that pre-trained text towers perform exceptionally better on low-prevalence 
diseases. This motivates future ensemble models with a combination of differently 
trained language models for maximal performance.

We employ contrastive learning with image–text pairs to achieve zero-shot multi-
label classification, utilizing two embedding models: a vision embedder and a text 
embedder. The embedding models are trained via a contrastive loss and the 
similarity is assessed. Instead of initializing both towers with CLIP weights like the 
baseline model, CheXzero (Tiu et al., 2022), we keep the existing vision tower from 
the generalized pretrained model and the replace the CLIP text tower with a 
domain-specific language model. We employ three language domain pretraining 
models: CXR-BERT, BlueBERT, and ClinicalBERT, all of which were pretrained on 
PubMed and MIMIC-III (Peng et al., 2019; Alsentzer et al., 2019; Boecking et al., 
2022). CXR-BERT was further pretrained on MIMIC-CXR to specialize in the chest 
X-ray domain. Our text stack includes a text projection to complete our pretrained 
models and produce a final embedding size of 128 since originally the embedding 
size for each of the three language models was not standardized. 

We then trained each model on the contrastive alignment task for 5 epochs using 
MIMIC-CXR data and then proceeded with a zero-shot evaluation on the chest X-ray 
pathology classification task. We follow the same zero shot inference strategy as Tiu 
et al. (2022). Furthermore, we trained a single CheXzero baseline model from CLIP 
weights to provide a better comparison for our single-model experiments since the 
published model is an ensemble. All models were trained for 5 epochs with a batch 
size of 32, a learning rate of 5e-6, and an SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9

Methods

Results

Conclusions
Domain pretrained text towers have extremely strong performance on rarely mentioned diseases. We find that pre-trained text 
towers perform extremely well across categories with little mention in the reports in the MIMIC-CXR alignment training 
dataset. This motivates the need for pre-trained text towers depending on the use-case of a zero-shot classifier. When diseases 
have little-to-no mention in the alignment training dataset, the baseline is automatically at a disadvantage. At zero-shot 
classification time, in the ideal scenario, the model will produce a relevant image embedding containing information about the 
new pathology and the text tower will embed the new pathology to an aligned encoding. However, if the text tower has rarely or 
never been exposed to the new pathology as is the case with CheXzero, which was initialized with CLIP weights, the likelihood 
of the text embedding being meaningful in reference to the image embedding is small. Meanwhile, pre-trained text towers that 
have been trained on large datasets like MIMIC III and PubMed abstracts have encountered impressions of these low-
prevalence pathologies in their masked-language modeling pre-training task. The surprising result is that even after alignment 
training where the pathology is rarely mentioned, the text embedding model is still able to perform well on these rarer 
categories. Our research suggests that a zero-shot classifier designed to classify a broad range of both common and low-
prevalence chest X-ray pathologies will likely need some form of a domain pretrained text tower. One option is to include 
pretraining in the text encoder in a way that does not hurt performance on common diseases, a task of future research. The 
other option is a weighted ensemble that has both a domain pretrained language model and a general BERT model. 
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